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Freak
Urban Cone

Hey!

Didn t find the chords for this song anywhere so I decided to put them up
myself, 
I m pretty sure it s all acurate. Have fun :)

Chords used:
Bm
D
Em
D2
G
F#m7

Intro: Bm D Em

Bm                       D            Em Bm
I m living in the shadows, I m in the street
Bm                   D               Em Bm
If you try to get me, I ll fight you back
Bm                          D                      Em Bm
They treat me like a monster, they treat me like a freak
Bm                  D               Em Bm
Don t try to get me, I ll fight you back

Bm                                D2                   G
Don t leave footprints in the snow, footprints in the snow
G               Bm                    F#m7               G           
Cause they will track you like a freak, track you like a freak

Bm                    D                    Em Bm
This town is a prison, and I want to break free
Bm                      D               Em Bm
Even though I m nothing, I ll fight you back
Bm                      D               Em Bm
Is it cause I m smaller, is it that I m weak
Bm       D    Em Bm
Maybe I am a freak

Bm                                D2                  G
Don t leave footprints in the snow, footprints in the snow
G               Bm                F#m7                    G  
Cause they will track you like a freak, track you like a freak



Bm                                 D2                 G  
Don t leave footprints in the snow, footprints in the snow
G               Bm                F#m7                   G
Cause they will track you like a freak, track you like a freak

Bm      D2
G    
   Footprints in the snow, Bm D2
G                          Bm D2
   Footprints in the snow,
G                    
   Footprints in the snow

Bm                     D2                               G
Footprints in the snow, in the snow, footprints in the snow,
G               Bm                F#m7                    G
Cause they will track you like a freak, track you like a freak

Bm                                D2                  G
Don t leave footprints in the snow, footprints in the snow
G               Bm               F#m7                    G
Cause they will track you like a freak, track you like a freak
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